
WHEN SECONDS MATTER, SPACELINK IS THERE
SpaceLink is building a secure, 24/7, high-capacity data relay 
service to connect spacecraft providing on orbit services  
with operators on the ground.  

Whether it is tasking, tracking, monitor-

ing, or operating spacecraft that provide 

on orbit services, SpaceLink’s Always  

in Sight™ network provides fast, secure,  

and resilient connectivity to ground or 

cloud infrastructure anywhere on Earth. 

FAST continuous tasking and communications

SECURE high-speed links and gateways

RELIABLE RF space-to-ground connectivity

OPTICAL or RF intersatellite links

MEO location for low latency 
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Continuous / Real-Time
Tasking & Data Return

CONOPS
Reduced data latency with  
real-time tasking and full- 

duplex links for rendezvous 
and proximity operations and 

on-orbit satellite servicing. 

SPECTRUM
22 GHz of spectrum in  

Ka, Q, and V bands, plus  
proprietary optical commu-
nications delivering data at 

speeds to 10 Gbps.

RELAY SATELLITES
Constellation of four relay 
satellites with both RF and 
optical terminals deployed  

in MEO orbit to provide  
continuous earth coverage.

GATEWAYS
High-availability RF ground 

terminals, located in the U.S., 
Australia, Middle East, and  
Europe, enable traffic to be 
landed in secure locations.

CLIENT TERMINALS
OOS operators integrate 

optical or RF terminals on 
their spacecraft to connect 

to the network.

NETWORK CONTROL
Secure and redundant  
network management  

and operations centers. 

Watch Video

SpaceLink relays data from space  
to users, continuously and securely 
SpaceLink is a satellite relay system designed to provide 

real-time connectivity to spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit 

(LEO), with options for GEO, aeronautical, and terrestri-

al service in the first constellation. SpaceLink’s unique  

architecture in MEO, means it always has a direct line of 

site to both client spacecraft and ground stations so it 

can provide high-speed, secure, resilient, and persistent 

connectivity to OOS missions that need constant track-

ing and two-way communications with ground operators. 

For a continuous real-time flow of data for life extension 

vehicles, tugs, manufacturing stations, and fuel depots, 

SpaceLink uses both RF and optical terminals with speeds 

up to 10 Gbps for fast, secure service.

www.eosSpaceLink.comContact us at info@eosSpaceLink.com


